OnlineFest is a project developed by filmmakers and festival directors. We know how much time and energy goes in to making a film, and that is why we’re offering a suite of security features to help prevent and deter unauthorized streaming or copying of any film included on the platform.

There are two sets of features. The first set is applied by default to all content available through OnlineFest.us. The second set is optional and can be applied wholly or individually.

**Site-Wide Features**

- **SSL Encryption** - All pages and content are secured via SSL using SHA-256 with RSA Encryption
- **User Logs** - IP addresses of all users are logged and all user activity is tracked
- **Domain-Restricted Embeds** - All player code is set to only allow streaming through OnlineFest.us. This prohibits any user from copying page code and then using it on a different site to stream
- **No DVR Streams** - Screenings are conducted live without the use of any caching service (DVR). No live content is stored on any server.

**Event-Specific Features**

- **Quantity Restriction** - A specific quantity of “seats” can be made available for any screening event. Once it is “sold out” no one is permitted to RSVP or purchase that event.
- **Geo Restriction** - Based on the geographic location of user’s IP address streaming can be restricted. We can whitelist or blacklist any postal code, city, state or country.
- **Watermark** - A semi-transparent watermark can be intermittently placed throughout the screening. You can provide one or Falcon can create one for you.